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The President's Corner

I

n this issue of THE ROCK we are reporting on two matters, both
important to the College, but otherwise very dissimilar.
The first is the great success of the John Greenleaf Whittier Society
Second Recognition Dinner. It was gratifying to see so many people
gathered together out of their affection for and interest in this historic
College. Many were alumni, many were friends, and many, we hope, who
were strangers to Whittier, will become friends.
Dr. Henry A. Kissinger was, of course, the "star" of the evening and
his speech was both interesting and thought-provoking. You can read it
in the center pages of this magazine, which will enable those of you who
were not present to share something of the evening that was experienced
by over 1,000 guests. We are grateful to Trustee Ruth Shannon and Mr.
Shannon for their help in arranging for Dr. Kissinger to be with us.
The other event to be recorded in this issue expresses our "sorrow
following upon joy." The death of Jessamyn West McPherson, noted
author, former Trustee and graduate of the Class of 1923, affected all of
us. In her writing she had the knack of involving the reader, so that even
those who did not have the privilege of knowing Jessamyn personally,
felt a kinship with her.
There is a tribute to her in these pages, and the next issue of the magazine will include some reminiscences of alumni/ae who had attended her
classes, as well as comments by two members of the faculty who were
among her close friends. We will not see her like again.
Eugene S. Mills

The Roots of Conflict
"Roots of Conflict "is the title of a presentation made by Professors Mike McBride and
Fred Bergerson of the political science department and moderated by Professor Joe
Fairbanks of the history department. It was first presented at the Whittier Institute of
International Understanding, co-sponsored by the College and the American Friends
Service Committee; it also formed part of an "On Campus " television show and most
recently was given at a luncheon for the John Greenleaf Whittier Society members on
January 21, 1984.

Fairbanks: How does a topic like
"Roots of Conflict" tie into what
you teach Whittier College students
in the classroom?
Bergerson: When I discuss United
States/Soviet relations in class, I try
to learn the most fundamental
assumptions of the students and see
whether they're sound and what
they're based on. I find that most
undergraduates take it for granted
that the Soviets are our logical,
natural, historic enemy and we
should be prepared to be in conflict
with them and spend enormous
sums on arms.
I ask them why we feel that way
about the Soviets, how long we've
been enemies and what brought
this about. I point out that Russia
was actually considered a friend to
the United States during and after
the American Revolution. Catherine
the Great was seen by Americans
as being friendly and Russia was
regarded as having a positive relationship to the United States.
During the Civil War, the Russian
fleet came into San Francisco
harbor, and it was headline news
that Russia was supporting the
Union. At a time when it was felt
that the Confederacy would win
the support of the British and the
French, Russia was seen as a
counterweight.
American enmity towards Russia
began less than a hundred years
ago. Their revolution had a mostly
negative reception here; at first
people were somewhat sympathetic
because they wanted to terminate
the oppression of the Czars, but in
World War I there was a feeling that
Lenin was really a German stooge
and, because he was willing to pull
the Russians out of the war at the

time that the Americans were
entering it, the Americans were
resentful and felt he was a threat
to their national well-being. Also,
the Communist aspect itself was a
problem. There was a fear of
radicalism growing out of the labor
movement in this country in the
1880s and 90s.
Fairbanks: That was made even
worse, of course, by the United
States' intervention in Siberia after
World War I and the failure to
recognize the Soviet Union until
the 1930s.
There are a number
McBride:
of things that contribute to the
Russian antipathy toward the
United States too. During World
War II, Russia lost well over 20
million people and felt that the
Western allies were not doing their
share. Stalin kept asking for a
second front, which only came in
1944. While we provided lendlease aid in considerable amounts,
they thought it was a minimal
contribution to the war effort. We
didn't agree to their demands on
Berlin and opposed them in Iran
and in Greece with the Truman
Doctrine. Our policy of containment following Churchill's "Iron
Curtain" speech at Fulton, Missouri,
formed part of the roots of the
Cold War. In addition, of course,
the fact that we had used nuclear
weapons in Japan, and they had
not yet developed them, was a
cause for fear.
They continue to view us as very
aggressive—VietNam, the Dominican Republic, Guatamala, and now
Nicaragua and El Salvador, only
confirm their negative perceptions.

All this makes it difficult to negotiate, because each party regards
the other as an enemy.
Bergerson: We haven't spoken
about the period of the 1930s,
but at that time the Russians were
among those most willing to do
something to stop the rise of
Hitler, and they thought we were
willing to let the Nazis and the
Communists kill each other off and
let the Russians bear the brunt.
Eventually they turned the tables
on the Western allies by signing
the Ribbentrop/Molotov Pact,
and made peace with the Nazis
for a couple of years while both of
them strengthened their hands.
Finally the Nazis reneged on the
treaty, and though the USSR
became our allies in World War II,
many in the Soviet Union felt
resentment against the Western
powers for not stopping Hitler
when there was still time, while in
America there was the feeling that
we should be appreciated for
sending lend-lease supplies to
Murmansk and risking our sailors'
lives.
Fairbanks: So it wouldn't be
wrong to say that each side had
misperceptions of the other?
Bergerson: I'm not sure they
were misperceptions, exaggerated
1

perceptions might be better. A
lot of our actions after World War
II were regarded as tolerance of
German revanchism—the Russians
feel the West Germans are not that
much better than the Nazis, because
the plains between their country
and Germany have been the site of
invasion for over 900 years and
they felt the new West German
government was going to re-arm,
which they did, supported by
America, and that those arms
would be directed at the Soviet
Union, which they are.

McBride:
The historical background is relevant, because today
we are in a major dialogue about
what to do about the arms. There
has also, of course, been a major
change in Soviet leadership, and
since Chernenko probably won't
be around for more than a few
years, there will be further change.
What will the future hold?
Communist ideology sees Capitalism (and in that sense the United
States) as an enemy that must
change its ways, must disappear,
or must be overcome. Also,
because the Soviet Union has had
so much domestic difficulty, they
need an enemy to divert the
attention of the people. It's a lot
easier to spend on military goods
and weapons and heavy industry
and to sacrifice on domestic and
agricultural production if there's
a constant threat "out there."
Then, if you look at our side,
where members of the administration view Communism as a real
evil, certainly Russian actions in
Afghanistan and Poland haven't
given them any reason to change
their mind. We need an enemy
"out there" to justify military
ending as much as the Russians
. One of the difficulties in
negotiating between the two sides
may well be that neither side seems
to accept the existence of the other
as justifiable. Communist ideology
(and consequently Soviet leaders)
argues that capitalism must and will
be overthrown; and we seem to be
arguing that Communism, an evil
system, must disappear. How can
two sides negotiate if neither
accepts the other side's right to
exist?

T

Frederick A. Bergerson received his
doctorate from Vanderbilt University.
He served as a Congressional Fellow to
Congressman Frank Thompson Jr.,
during 1977-78 and to Senator Daniel
K. Inouye during 1978. Dr. Bergerson
served in the United States Army, receiving his honorable discharge as a Captain
in 1968. His book, The Army Gets an
Air Force was published by Johns Hopkins
University Press in 1980, and he has
written numerous articles for professional
journals and presented papers at a number of panels in Washington, DC, Atlanta,
Georgia, and various universities and
colleges.

Fairbanks: In fact the Europeanbased intermediate range and cruise
and other missiles have strengthened
the Russians' suspicions and
resulted in paranoia in the Soviet
Union.
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Fairbanks: This represents a very
strong current in the American
attitude toward the Soviet Union
that goes a long way back, as Fred
has indicated.
Bergerson: I think we can emphasize that the ideological perspective
has a quasi-religious content. American anti-Communism is part of our
civil religion. They attack our
economic system, they hate and fear
our freedoms, they are a threat to
our very existence and survival,
and in many respects are a potential source of Armageddon; and
conversely the Americans, with

their ties to West Germany, are
looked upon by the Soviet Union
as people who want the destruction
of their system.
Fairbanks: I think this is a classic
kind of confrontation, where you
can state the arguments on either
side, make a very strong case, and
convince people that that is the
correct point of view. For both
sides it is a seemingly logical,
coherent argument.
Bergerson: Another difficulty in
negotiations is that each side has
different definitions of some of
the key terms. When we talk about
free elections, we mean one thing,
when they do it's freedom to select
the best candidate whom the leaders themselves have chosen; what
we mean by peace and peaceful
co-existence is different from what
they mean, because for them it
exists when there is competition—
economically and socially—to show
that Communism is the best system.
This is especially true in terms of
security. The Russians were invaded by the Germans, the Poles,
the Swedes, the Tartars, the
Mongols.
McBride:
And they lost the
1905 war with Japan. I believe
that for them military security
means superiority; that is, they do
not feel secure unless they have
a larger number of conventional
and nuclear weapons. Of course
they also have so much to defend
in terms of borders. Not only do
they have to worry about Western
Europe, where the Germans have
invaded easily twice this century,
but they have to deal with China,
where there were local skirmishes
in the 1960s and 70s. So when we
talk about parity we mean one
thing, and when the Russians talk
about it they mean something else.
While we have strength in terms
of submarine and Air Force weapons, the Russians are more landbase oriented. We want to cut out
the things they are strong in, they
want to cut out the things we are
strong in. When we throw this
toget..ier with the negative perceptions each has of the other it
becomes extremely difficult to
find areas for discussion and
compromise.

Fairbanks: Whenever you talk
about the Cold War, of course you
have to talk about Yalta. The
Russians felt perfectly willing to
allow the United States to have a
sphere of influence in the Western
hemisphere, but thought we were
denying them the same privilege in
Eastern Europe. They didn't think
that was fair. However, President
Truman didn't think in those terms
at all, his premise was that Communism was bad and had to be
stopped wherever it was.
Bergerson: I think we should also
look at those who derive some
benefit from the Cold War. Rivalry
between Russia and America is by
no means primarily based on this,
but I think there's a certain perpetuation in the idea that military
forces desire bigger and more
modern weapons. There are industrial interests, both in the United
States and in the Soviet Union,
which benefit from a greater
opportunity to produce modern
weapons and these interests are
likely to support actions which
are looked on by the other side as
threatening. We say we're defending ourselves, while they say,
"No, you're becoming aggressive
and potentially attacking us."
Fairbanks: Many critics of United
States policy argue that the Cold
War has had a tremendous impact
on segments of the American
economy, and American bureaucracy has kept a lot ofprograms
and industry going in this country,
perhaps not always the most
positive ones. So it can be argued
that the Cold War plays into the
hands of some segments of both
the American and Soviet bureaucracies and economies.
McBride:
However, one of our
problems is that we don't really
know how influential the Soviet
military is. At one time the chief
man in the Politburo came from a
civilian background, now this is
less typical. Military people serve
in the Central Committee of the
Communist Party and are probably
active in foreign ministries, etc.,
but we're not sure whether the
Politburo directs them or whether

Michael]. McBride received his Ph.D. from Purdue University. He served as director
of the 1976 Whittier College-in-Copenhagen semester, during which he escorted the
students to Russia as well. Currently he is Director of Foreign Studies and advisor
to the Model United Nations. Author of a number of articles in professional
journals, he has presented papers at various seminars and was a discussant on
"Totalitarianism Re-examined "at the Western Slavic Association in Portland,
Oregon.

they have significant influence on
Politburo decisions. The Politburo
does work through sub-committees,
and it has a special council on
defense, which probably now includes Chernenko, Ustinov,
Gromyko and perhaps Romanov
or Gorbachev.
Bergerson: The question of military influence came up when
Breshnev died and then again when
Andropov died. Everyone was
asking who would succeed, who
would name the king, and would
the military have a strong voice in
the decision?
The process seems unMcBride:
clear. It looks as if the old guard
has coalesced around Chernenko,
but whether it is they or the
military who really support him is
not certain. The military in the
USSR in some ways is not that
different from that in the United
States. We tend to attribute all
power to the Soviet military and
that's not totally accurate. They
do get first choice on economic

goods and that makes it appear
that their equipment is of high
quality, but some scholars report
that even their military factories
are not all that efficient.
There are other problems. The
people they are recruiting are from
national minorities, some of whom
don't even speak Russian, making
it hard to communicate. There are
difficulties in deciding which
national groups might be sent to
different places in case of war. For
instance, when Moslem minorities
were sent into Afghanistan, some
Moslem units felt more supportive
of the Afghan population than
they should have. But despite all
this, it is probably in the military's interest to keep the perceptions of the West as hard line
and aggressive, someone you need
to defend the country against,
in order to ensure budget
allocations.
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Bergerson: Well, we do have
reasons to be on guard, and there
are rational reasons for antipathy,
yet in a world with tens of thousands of atomic warheads, one
potential miscalculation could
be the end of civilization as we
know it.
Fairbanks: The headlines, in the
last year or so, seem to indicate
that many analysts believe we're
getting closer and closer to that
point, that things are happening
to make the misunderstandings
and the antipathy between the
two countries more intense.
McBride: We don't want to
leave students with the idea that
there's no hope. Before you can
start solving the problems you have
to understand the issues. You have
to start some place where both the
Soviet Union and the United States
can work together. It will be a long
process, but we shouldn't avoid
trying to talk to each other, to
continue to have exchanges between scholars, political leaders,
youth or whatever.
Bergerson: Like international
sports competitions or the multilateral force reduction talks which
started on March 16 in Vienna.
These talks are important, not
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Joseph H. Fairbanks, Jr. received his
Ph.D. from the University of Arizona.
During his service in the U.S. Army, he
was a training officer at Fort Knox and
an armored platoon leader in Mannheim,
Germany. He joined the Whittier College
faculty in 1970 and was named one of
the "Outstanding Educators of America"
in 1975. He is a member of the Board of
Directors of Whittier Intercommunity
Counselling Service.

only in trying to reduce troops in
Europe, but also because they
provide an additional channel of
communication between ourselves,
our allies, and the Warsaw Pct
led by the Soviet Union. Those
negotiations have been going on
for over a decade; and even though
there's no apparent major progress,
the talks themselves potentially
constitute a structure of trust, a
place where we can get some things
out on the table, talk to each other
and perhaps avoid the possibility
of a mistake which would be a
catastrophe for mankind.
What we are trying to bring out
in our class discussions, is a sense
of proportion. How people can
intelligently and correctly evaluate tie situation in order to avoid
some horrible error. It's our belief,
as teachers in a liberal arts college,
that truth and knowledge come
through inquiry, and that's what
we want our citizens to be—curious,
analytical, concerned and involved.
Fairbanks: Certainly this seminar
demonstrates that the students at
Whittier College have the opportunity to gain the sort of understanding that will help them cope
with these crucial challenges.

Jessamyn West AkPherson
1902-1984
O
A

February 22, 1984,
Jessamyn
West McPherson,
n
author, graduate of the Class of
1923 and a Trustee from 19691982, died. She is mourned by
friends and admirers throughout
the world and especially by those
at Whittier College, who felt a
particular closeness to this courageous and exceptional woman.
On Friday, March 2, led by
Chaplain Jonathan Moody,
members of the College community
gathered in the Memorial Chapel
in celebration of her life. In his
remarks, President Eugene S.
Mills spoke of her devotion to her
alma mater and shared some of
his memories of her humor and
her innate friendliness.
"Jessamyn was a bright, warm,,
good humored person," he said.
"Her contributions to this fine
old academy were great and the
force of her mind and her personality will remain an influence upon
the campus for years to come.
"And Max. An alumnus of the
College, he is a distinguished
educator and a person whose
strength of leadership has been
important in the public schools
of this state.
"Not long after I assumed the
presidency in 1979, Jessamyn
commented at a Board Meeting
(with that personal style that
was so much her own): 'Well now,
it's good to have a fellow Hoosier
on the Board. Don't you think we
ought to join in singing On the
Banks of the Wabash Far Away?!'
"Recently Dotty and I spent a
day with Jessamyn at her home in
Napa. I recall especially how much
she enjoyed telling about the
discovery of the words 'Stoney
Lonesome.' We will be seeing
those words. 'Stoney Lonesome,'
when her new book is released
shortly.
"An educated man has been
described as one who '. . .is
thoroughly innoculated against
humbug, thinks for himself and

tries to give his
thoughts, in speech
or on paper, some
style.' I believe
Jessamyn would have approved
of that.
"Jessamyn was certainly innoc
ulated against humbug, was extra- ordinarily independent and she
spoke and wrote 'with some style.'
"In an age of 'Newspeak,'
verbal overkill and media prattle
After a period of Quaker silence,
she would certainly have agreed
Dr. C. Milo Connick, Trustee and
with e. e. Cummings' comment
professor of religion from 1946that 'the careful use of words is
1982, said a few words of apprea matter of morality.'
ciation and remembrance.
"For the constancy of her conJessamyn West was born in
cern about the College and its
Indiana in 1902 and in 1908
educational program, for her
the family moved to Yorba Linda.
generosity and for her thirteen
In 1919 she came to Whittier
years of service on the Board of
College, where she met Harry
Trustees—for all of these reasons—
Maxwell McPherson '23, whom she
we are grateful for her life. Whitmarried in 1923. For a time she
tier College will not be the same
taught in a one-room schoolhouse
now that she is gone.. .but what a
in Hemet and then, in 1929, she
wonderful place it is because she
went to Oxford University, visited
was here."
Ireland (where, in Limerick, she
Librarian Philip O'Brien also
encountered Ann and Jean
spoke of-his friendship with the
McCarthy whom she and Max
author and her husband and how
subsequently raised as their own
privileged the College is to be
children) and France and in 1930
the repository of all Jessamyn
entered the University of CaliWest's manuscripts and first
fornia, Berkeley.
editions, as well as other
memorabilia.
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In 1932 she was stricken with
tuberculosis and entered a sanatorium. Four years later she was,
as she said, "sent home to die with
my loved ones." Her mother,
however, refused to accept the
ultimatum and kept her alive by
sheer force of spirit, telling her
tales of her own traditional
Quaker childhood and encouraging
her to write. "Tuberculosis,"
wrote Ann Farmer(Jessamyn West,
p. 10) "had enabled her to write
by leaving her unable to do anything else, but the price had been
ten years of her life."
From 1945, when her bestseller The Friendly Persuasion
appeared, until 1980, when Double
Discovery was published, Jessamyn
West authored twenty-one books,
and her last, The State of Stoney
Lonesome, is to be published
posthumously by Harcourt Brace
this year.
Twice her alma mater was
honored by having Jessamyn West
as Commencement speaker, in
1959 and 1974, and twice her
alma mater recognized her with
honorary degrees, a D.Lit. in
1946 and an L.H.D. in 1974.
In 1979 and 1980, two articles
appeared which captured both her
sense of humor and her spirit.
The first, by Mickey Friedman in
the San Francisco Examiner,
quoted a story of her undergraduate
days. "Miss West," Friedman
reported her as saying she was told
by Herbert Harris in an English
class, "will you please try to
curb your imagination." She
had caused some consternation
with a paper entitled "Braided
Eyebeams," about the glances of
a courting couple, which Dr.
Harris found "suggestive!"
Another example of her sense of
humor comes from her 1959
Commencement address. She was
speaking of the debasement of
language today and said: "When
Zest means soap, when Charm
is a brassiere, when Old Quaker is
not an octogenarian member of
the Religious Society of Friends,
but a fifth of whiskey, God send us
another Emerson. And send him
soon. Otherwise we shall not understand a word he says. Emerson
prayed that his days be loaded
and fragrant. What this means
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to a modern reader, I do not
know. Probably that Emerson
desired to be filled with Old Quaker
and scented by My Sin."
As for her spirit, Nick B.
Williams wrote in the Los Angeles
Times, in January 1980: "A recent
hour of chatting with Jessamyn
West established a major error
of history: Ponce de Leon wasted
his time and life searching for the
Fountain of Youth in miasmic
Florida. . .he should have tried
Indiana, where novelist Jessamyn
West was born, or Southern
California's Yorba Linda, where
she grew up, or Whittier College,
where she graduated, or Napa, in
Northern California, where she
now lives and writes. . .for youth—
the eternal youth weary old Ponce
de Leon sought for so frantically—
and its joys of living each minute
of every day, of living also in
retrospect the interludes of sorrow
that none of God's children seem
fated to escape, has to be, with

both its joys and its sorrows, what
makes Jessamyn West tick so
vibrantly these days."
The honors Jessamyn received
during her lifetime attest to the
regard in which she was held by
her colleagues and the educational
community. She was a recipient
of the Monson Award and the
PEN Annual Award for a Distinguished Body of Literature and by
five honorary degrees from colleges
other than Whittier, where she was
Writer-in-Residence, as she was at
Mills, Wellsley, U.C. Irvine and
Stanford.
Degrees, awards and acclaim
notwithstanding, Jessamyn West
McPherson remained always herself,
a person who loved both solitude
and words, who truly epitomizes
Abraham Lincoln's exhortation
to an Indiana Regiment in 1865,
to be someone ". . . with malice
toward none, with charity for all,
with firmness in the right as God
gives us to see the right. .

Jessamyn West McPherson '23 with President Paul Smith at the Commencement exercises in 1959, when she was the speaker.

On Campus

James Murdy III
Is New Trustee
R. Chandler Myers, chairman of
the Board of Trustees, recently
announced the appointment of
John A. Murdy III as a new
member of the Board.
Mr. Murdy is a graduate of the
Class of 1950 and a leader in
Orange County's extensive agricultural industry for the past 32
years. He is president of Freeway
Industrial Park, a privately held
corporation, and holds directorships in Westlands Bank in Santa
Ana, the Murdy Foundation and
the California Tomato Growers
Association.

The son of former State
Senator and Whittier College
Trustee John A. Murdy, Jr.,
the new trustee is an avid outdoor sportsman, a life member of

the California Waterfowl Association and a lifetime sponsor of
Ducks Unlimited.
The new Trustee is active in
Republican Party politics and is a
member of the Lincoln Club of
Orange County, the Republican
Congressional Leadership Council,
the Golden Circle Club of California Republicans, the Orange
County Republican Silver Circle
and the Robert Badham (Rep.,
R—Newport Beach) Booster Club.

Clinic Renamed
The Speech and Hearing Clinic
has been renamed the Lester L.
Harris Speech and Hearing Clinic,
after the man who directed it for
more than 30years.
In making the announcement at
a mid-year convocation, President
Mills said: "To say that Dr. Harris
is responsible for the very existence
of the clinic and of the Communications Disorders Department
here is an understatement, the
dedication he demonstrated over
the years—the personal sacrifices
he endured just to insure the
survival of the program, have
proven the depth of his total
commitment to the College."
Dr. Harris joined the faculty in
1950, shortly after the speech
therapy option was developed at
Whittier College by Dr. Herold
Lillywhite. Whittier's program was
one of the first in the state, as the
entire field of communication disorders was in its infancy at the
time. Since then, the number of
speech pathologists in this country has grown from fewer than
1,000 to well over 50,000 and the
College's Clinic has provided
testing and therapy to more than
4,000 community people.
"Incredibly, Les himself performed diagnosis and evaluation
for every client in the first 15
years, and thereafter remained the
primary supervisor, teacher and
clinician," the President explained.
"In that time, he developed a
wealth of community support
for the program, and as a result,
the Clinic continued to receive a
generous amount of financial
support from local groups.

"I am sure I speak for all of his
colleagues here at Whittier and for
the many students and clients who
today owe him such a debt of
gratitude for his untiring devotion, his tremendous loyalty
and his great love for people, when
I say he has earned a place in our
hearts and is so deserving of the
outstanding recognition we honor
him with today."
Dr. Harris made a short, but
touching acknowledgment, "For
years," he said, "I felt a personal
responsibility to the Clinic and I
knew that if it was going to go, I'd
have to work hard to make it work.
When the President told me the
news, it made all my work just
that much more worthwhile,
although I never did it expecting
any reward or compensation. I
was just doing my job. I don't feel
I deserve it—but I'm on cloud
nine!"

Nixon Chair
Three outstanding personalities
occupied the Nixon Chair in the
last three months. Rear Admiral
David M. Cooney, USN (Ret'd),
president and chief executive
officer of Goodwill Industries;
Cigdem Kagitcibasi, a Turkish
social psychologist; and Hendrik
van der Merwe, director of the
Centre for Intergroup Studies
at the University of Cape Town.
Admiral Cooney has been with
Goodwill since 1981. Previously
he was Special Assistant to the
Secretary of the Navy and Chief
of Information for the Navy
Department.
In his public lecture, speaking
on the "Not-for-Profit Challenge:
Individual and Community Opportunities," Admiral Cooney described such organizations as
"collective forms of voluntary
action resulting from a recognition that philanthropy is not an
end in itself." Private schools
are granted Non-Profit status
by the IRS and Admiral Cooney
stated that a conservative
estimate of the savings realized by
the government through NPO's
is $100 billion, which helps to
underscore the financial value
of such organizations to the
country.
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Dr. Kagitcibasi, chairman of the
psychology department at
Bogazici University in Istanbul,
discussed her research in early
childhood development and
parental training. She is currently
a Fulbright Scholar in the Department for Human Development at
Harvard and a Bunting Fellow at
Radcliffe College. In addition,
she serves as a consultant and
project coordinator for the
Turkish Ministry of Education.
The third Nixon Scholar, Dr. van
der Merwe, served as liaison and
mediator between government
officials and black community
leaders during the 1976 disturbances
in South Africa. Since then he has
toured the United States for the
Friends World Committee for
Consultation and the American
Friends Service Committee.
He is the author of numerous
books on race relations and has
published a number of articles,
most recently on the role of
Quakers in promoting justice and
conciliation in South African
society.

Advancement Team
Augmented
Dr. Douglas K. Kinsey has
announced that three positions
in the Department of College
Advancement have now been
filled.
William J. C. Carlin will be the
Director of Communications. He
comes to Whittier with an impressive background as a professional
communicator, creating and
directing large-scale positions with
the American Mining Congress,
Chemical Bank, Chase Manhattan
Bank and the New York Zoological
Society.
A graduate of Yale University
and former Associated Press
correspondent in Washington, DC,
Mr. Carlin brings to Whittier a
wide and varied experience in all
aspects of public affairs. "He
will," said Doug Kinsey, "be a
valuable addition to our already
outstanding team of professionals."
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Jacqulyn (Wadeson '54) Muller
is the new Director of Alumni and
Development Services. Before
taking her present position,
"Jacquie" was office manager/
comptroller for the law firm of
Angel and Neistat in Los Angeles
and prior to that was responsible
for the establishment and staffing of the Los Angeles office of
Best, Best and Krieger, with head
office in Riverside. As an undergraduate she was a member of the
Athenians and after graduation
taught girls' physical education at
Rosemead and Alhambra High
Schools and was one of the first
teachers of modern dance. She
originally came from Seattle and
maintains a second home there.
Lisa B. Williams, with degrees
in history and library science from
Williams College, and New York
and Columbia Universities, and a
Fellow of the University of Chicago,
is the new Research Director. She
has served as archivist at Minnesota
Historical Society, where she
organized, inventoried and wrote
about the Hubert H. Humphrey
Papers, and at Northwestern
University Library where she
directed the Africana archives
under an NEH grant.

Career Week
The third annual Career Week,
co-sponsored by the Alumni/Student Relations Committee of the
Alumni Board and the Office of
Career Planning and Placement,
was a great success. A number of
alumni!ae returned to campus to
tell students about their careers—
how they came to be where they
are now, what their job is really
like and what they might have
done differently. They interacted
with students in lively question and
answer sessions, bringing the true
nature of a career—the "behind the
scenes" aspects—to light.
Four special areas were highlighted. "Banking and Finance,"
chaired by Sam Defeo '71, with
Barry Uzel '65, President of the
National Bank of California; Art
Stribley '68, Manager, First Los
Angeles Bank; Joyce (Johnson)
Mullenbach '77, Priority Banking
Office, Union Bank; and William
Scarpino '67, President, Collins
Property Portfolio, Inc.

"Understanding Business,"
chaired by Vic Pontrelli '57,
included George D'Angelo '80,
Sales Representative; Heidi
(Johnson) Brockman '80,
Accountant; Robert Rau '62,
Vice President Finance and
Administration, Parker-Hannifin
Corporation; Nancy (Lurvey)
Thacker '57, Corporate Personnel
Manager, Litton Industries; Dick
Walters '52, Purchasing Supervisor,
Four Corners Pipeline; Cheryl
(Bronn) Moore '68, Small Business,
Brock-Moore; and Dennis Stinson
'73, Product Manager, VSI,
Division of Fairchild.
"Social Services" was chaired
by Penny (Came) Fraumeni '68.
Her speakers included Sue
Alexander '62; Ann Martin '65,
Director Personal Career Counseling Center, Azusa Pacific College;
Tom Noble '67, Probation Officer,
Los Angeles County; and Laura
Robles '83, drug counselor.
Cris Montoya '83 was chairman
of the popular "Recent Alums"
session, featuring Cris, who is
Corporate Planning Junior Analyst,
General Telephone; with her were
Kathy Luciano '79, a dentist; Bill
Valle '83, Staff Supervisor, Pacific
Telesis; Doug Turley '83, Associate
Engineer, General Dynamics; Lisa
Graham '83, Marketing Representative, Shakey's; and Jeffrey
Naumann '83, Staff Accountant,
Price Waterhouse.
Many thanks go to Susan
(Brown) Izumo '68, Chairman of
the Committee and Barbara Jefferson, Director of Career Planning,
for their expert leadership.

In Memoriam
A face familiar to many
students through the years
as they visited the Campus
Inn, has now left the
scene. Myrtle Lewis, assistant director of Food
Services, died January 22,
1984. She will be sorely
missed and all who knew
her join in expressing their
sympathy to her family.
op

Hall of Fame
The fifth induction ceremony
of the Hall of Fame on March 3
in the Ettinger Faculty/Alumni
Center saw six new members
entered on the roster.
A capacity crowd watched as
the former athletes received
their plaques, a duplicate of which
will be placed on the Hall of Fame
wall in the Graham Activities
Center.
Those inducted were:
Richard "Dick" DeMoulpied '38
A graduate of Loomis Preparatory School in Wethersfield,
Conn., where he won four letters
in track, Dick became Student
Body President at Whittier, where
he was a member of the Franklin
Society and an economics major.
He captained three teams, the
tennis, cross country and track,
which was the first Poet team to
go to the Drake Relays NAJA
Meet, where they won the four-man
mile relay; he also held the Poet
record for the 880 and the mile.
After graduation, Dick taught
school for three years before enlisting in the Coast Guard during
World War II, where he saw service in Sicily, and Salerno and took
part in the Normandy landing.
He finished his service career as
a full Lieutenant.
For over twenty years Dick
DeMoulpied was a successful
businessman. He has now retired
to Carmel.
William "Bill" Duncan '33
One of the Poets' great allaround athletes, Bill played for
"Chief" Newman at Covina High,
where he won varsity letters in
football, basketball and baseball.
At Whittier he won three varsity
letters in football and basketball
and two in baseball. He captained
the 1933 baseball team, was All
Conference SCIAC guard in basketball and All Conference baseball
pitcher. He was a College Knight,
Varsity Club member, Orthogonian,
and appeared in a number of
theatrical productions.
Bill taught at Columbia Junior
High in El Monte, and then taught
and coached at El Monte High.
From 1940-72, when he retired,
he was a teacher and athletic

(Front row) Bill Payne '50, Dick DeMoulpied '38, Sam Waltmire '53. (Back row) Max
Field '58, Bill Duncan '33, Bruce Jones, accepting the Award on behalf of his father,
Frank Jones '31.

director at Escondido High School,
winning championships in football
and baseball and interrupting his
career in education to become a
Lieutenant in the US Navy from
1945-46.
Bill was a member of the Board
of CAPER (California Association
of Physical Education and Recreation) for many years and was
president of the San Diego County
Chapter. He has been a basketball
referee for high school and professional teams.
Max Fields '58
From Mark Keppel High, where
he lettered in football and track,
Max attended East Los Angeles
College, earning two letters in football. At Whittier he proved himself
one of the Poets' truly great running
backs, with two varsity letters
in football, All Conference SCIAC,
First Team All Coast and NAIA
First Team All American in 1957.
"Athlete of the Year" in 1958,
he was drafted by the San Francisco
Fortyniners.
From 1958-60 Max was assistant
football coach for the Poets, then
football and baseball coach at San
Juan High School until 1967,
when he became the football coach
at Morro Bay High School.
Max obtained his MA from Cal
Poly San Luis Obispo in 1968 and
in 1969 went to Imperial Valley
College as coach of football,

baseball, women's softball and as
athletic director.
In 1977 he received his doctorate from Montana State University
and was the Newman-Bonham
Award recipient for 1980-81.
Frank H. Jones '31
From Tulare High School,
where he lettered in football and
track, Frank won three varsity
letters for the Poets in both sports
and was on the swimming team.
In 1929 and 1930 he made the
SCIAC All Conference Football
team and was named Little All
American. He was president of
the Varsity Club, a Franklin
Society member, band director and
student store manager.
Getting his MA from USC,
Frank taught in the Montebello
High School District, serving also
as administrator, band director and
coach, and winning a number
of baseball and basketball
championships.
During World War II, Frank was
a Captain in the US Air Force.
He then returned to teaching and
coaching in high schools anc
colleges, producing many championship teams and recruiting
many outstanding athletes for the
Poets. He ended his educational
career at Foothill College in 1971,
and has served as president of both
his Lions Club and his Retired
Men's Club.
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William "Bill" Payne '50
From Garfield High School in
Los Angeles, where he was an All
Eastern League tackle, Bill attended East Los Angeles Junior College
from 1946-47, when he transferred
to Whittier.
As an undergraduate he was on
teams coached by "Chief" Wallace
Newman and was All Conference
SCIAC guard on the second team
in 1947 and the first teams in 1948
and 1949, when he was captain.
From 1949-50, Bill was president
of the Varsity Club and in 1950
was listed in Who 's Who in
American Colleges and Universities.
After graduation, Bill was
assistant football coach at Whittier
from 1950-54. During the following
years, 1951-81, he was a teacher,
principal and administrator in
the El Rancho School District.
During this period he returned to
Whittier for his MA, which he
earned in 1959.
Samuel W. "Sam" Waitmire '53
Born and raised in Whittier,
Sam attended Whittier High
School. At Whittier College he
was a member of the Sachens
Society and captained the track
team. He earned three varsity
letters in both cross country and
track, held the two-mile record
and in 1952 won the 5000-meter
race at the Fresno relays in 15.367,
a Whittier record. That same year,
he qualified for the Olympic
steeplechase trials.
After graduation, Sam joined
the US Navy and served in the
entire Pacific area, including
Vietnam, and coached track and
cross country at the Naval
Academy. During his service in
the Navy he again ran in the 1956
Olympic trials. He was discharged
from the service in 1962, with
the rank of Lieutenant, Jg
A member of the California
Mathematics Council, Sam has
taught in Los Angeles and
Glendora schools, Citrus College
and East Los Angeles College. He
still participates in 5K and 10K
races, usually winning first place
in the 50-plus division.
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1984 Newman IBonham
Awards
Two former athletes who have
had a career in coaching since
leaving Whittier, were honored by
the 1195 Club with the 1984
Newman/Bonham Award at the
annual "Coaches in the Field Bean
Feed" on February 15th.
The Award, named after two
distinguished Whittier College
coaches, Wallace "Chief" Newman
and Aubrey Bonham, is presented
each year to one or more alumni
in the field of coaching, for outstanding achievements in the field

of athletics and the honor this
brings to their alma mater.
This year's recipients were Tom
Phelan '29 and Ray Mooshagian'56.
Tom was presented with the Award
by Myron Claxton '40, one of
his former athletes at Whittier High
School. Myron recounted Tom's
many accomplishments, and
commended him for sending so
many fine athletes to Whittier
College.
Ray Mooshagian '56 received
his Award from Dean Crowley
'56. Ray has had an outstanding
career as head football coach at
La Mirada High School.

(Left to right) Dean Crawley '56; Ray Mooshagian '56; John Arrambide '35, president
of the 1195 Club; Tom Phelan '28; Myron Claxton '40.

Fernandez is Assistant
Alumni Director
Beth Fernandez '82 received a
warm welcome when she returned
to campus as the new Assistant
Alumni Director. Beth, with her
enthusiasm, will be a big asset in
the ever-expanding responsibilities
and activities in the Alumni Office.
She will be responsible for three
new programs—an alumni clubs
program, student/alumni program
and an alumni admissionsprogram.
Beth, a theatre arts graduate, is a
true Whittier supporter. She was an
active member of the campus community in her undergraduate days,

participating in many drama
productions and assisting the
Admissions Office in the adult
re-entry program.
An accomplished puppeteer,
Beth has turned her hobby into an

Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Shannon, Jr., Dr. Henry A. Kissinger and President Eugene S. Mills.
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I

m sometimes introduced by
eople who say that few people
need an introduction less. But it is
even more true that even fewer
people enjoy an introduction more.
Especially if it has a lot of superlatives! I don't know whether I
lived up to my reputation, but if
you should ever read my autobiography, I really have something
to measure up to. I have so far
written about 2,500 pages in two
volumes, but you have to understand my problem. I wanted to be
fair and I wanted to include some
of the mistakes that anybody
makes, so you will find my first
mistake on page 1,100 of the
second volume. It was also my
last!
This program has been run with
such marvelous efficiency. I see
that everyone at the head table
with positions of authority has a
minute by minute schedule, so that
I am somewhat intimidated. The

rules state that I speak for half
an hour, which is a preposterous
suggestion! You might not have
known, hearing that I speak with a
J-Tarvard accent, but my native
language was German, which,
incidentally, I also speak with an
accent now! If you are brought
up in German, you can easily go
for half an hour without placing a
verb! As I understand my assignment, I am to give my impressions
on the current state of world
affairs and then, somewhere in this
room there is a microphone which
is not self-evident from where I
stand, which those of you who can
find it can utilize. If you pass the
scrutiny of the man who is supposed
to guard it, you can ask any questions you wish, and I will give any
answers that I wish! Possibly the
two may even coincide!
Let me give you my assessment
of some contemporary problems
and then, seriously, you can ask

questions about any areas that I
don't cover, due to the brutal
limitations that have been placed
on me!
Let me talk about three subjects.
First, the general nature of our
John Greenleaf Whittier Society Dinner, 2

debate on foreign policy; second,
the current state of East/West
relations; third, a few observations
about the Middle East and Central
America.
First, the current state of our debate.
I want to be quite frank. I am,
of course, a Republican and you
can discount what I say, but I am
appalled by the way the discussion
of our foreign policy is going. The
national interest of the United
States does not change every four
to eight years. No serious country
can possibly pretend that it can
totally alter its foreign policy with
every election. Our national purposes, our security interests and our
goals, have to reflect some fundamental conditions, and whoever is
in office ought to be able to count
on some bipartisan consensus. If
we create the impression that
every four to eight years a new
administration is going to tear up
every tree to see whether the roots
are still there, then we contribute
to the view that there can be a
total reassessment of American
foreign policy at periodic intervals.
We will become an element of
insecurity for friend and foe
alike. No nation will be able to gear
its actions to ours. Foreign leaders
who are friendly have to be able to
count on some continuity and
adversaries must not be given the
privilege of waiting out an American
election.
I'm not saying that this is a
peculiarity of 1984. We've been
indulging in this pastime since the
early 1970's, with acceleratingly

disastrous results. The beginning of
maturity in foreign policy for a
great nation, is to recognize that
there are no final solutions. Every
problem is an admissions ticket to
another set of problems. In a world
of 150 states, many of them in
turmoil, in a world of rapidly
changing technology and profoundly altering economic conditions, it
is naive to believe that we can reach
some terminal state at which the
need for effort falls away. Yet
that is precisely the impression
that is too often created.
In foreign policy we have gone
through a somewhat traumatic
experience. For the greater part of
our history our security was protected by two great oceans. Even
in the immediate postwar period,
when we first involved ourselves
in world affairs, we were in an
unusual position. As late as 1950,
we produced 52% of all the world's
goods .and services. In these circumstances, any problem that we
recognized as a problem could be
overwhelmed with resources.
Today, however we're down to
producing only 22% of the world's
gross national product, and now we
have to conduct foreign policy as
other nations have had to. That
means we now must face the
central dilemma of political leadership: when our scope for action
is greatest, our knowledge is at a
minimum; and when our knowledge
is greatest, the scope for creative
action has disappeared. Any head
of a large corporation in this room
knows that this truism requires no
explanation. If this were not so,

anybody could run any large
enterprise.
In 1936, one French division
could have stopped the Germans,
and Ph.D. theses still would be
written on the subject of whether
Hitler was a misunderstood nationalist or a maniac bent on world
domination. Five years later,
everyone knew that he was a
maniac bent on world domination. It cost 50 million lives!
Today, anyone can write profound analyses that there is no
danger in Central America, that
these are all misunderstood nationalists who, in our infinite masochism, we have driven towards bad
policy and who we can bring
back into the fold by the strenuous
exercise of good will.
No one can prove that this
theory is wrong. There's one
difference, however, between
statesmen and professors or journalists. Journalists can say: "I'll write
another column, I made a terrible
mistake"—if they can even permit
themselves to admit fallibility.
Statesmen are permitted only one
guess. Their mistakes are irretrievable. There have been in our
debate, for much longer than one
cares to remember, a number of
attitudes that do not bode well.
One is to accept the most favorable
view of what might conceivably
happen and to act as if it were
reality. Another is to act on the
premise that everything that goes
wrong must somehow be America's
fault. I believe it's statistically
improbable that the American
government, of whatever party,

President Mills greets Trustee Homer G.
Rosenberger '34 with Oscar Marshburn '17.
Mrs. E. L. Shannon,
Jr., leads Henry
Kissinger to the ballroom.
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Chairman of the Board R. Chandler Myers
looks happy to see Trustee Charlotte Fusco.
Jim Mitchell '62 in background.

is always wrong. It seems at least
conceivable that sometimes, if only
by accident, we do something that
is correct! Therefore you have an
endless masochistic debate of how
we, by our sins of omission and
commission, have driven Mr.
Castro or the Nicaraguans, or
others fomenting trouble to pursue
confrontational, dangerous policies.
In my view if Castro were simply
interested in stability and a good
life, he would be a bank president
in Havana today!
Revolutionaries, it may be painful for some Americans to admit,
want power. A wealthy individual
once said to me, "Why don't you
buy Castro?" I said, "If you have
power, you don't need money.
Money is just a way to power."
Thisgentleman, who had spent
all of his life accumulating money,
was rattled to his very core. The
point is that for people who live
in nice middle class societies, it
is not always easy to understand
that most political leaders in most
societies in the world have spent
their lives trying to get into office
and not to leave it. This is especially
true of revolutionaries. I place such
emphasis on this incessant selfdenigration that I find so appalling
in our debates because you cannot
conduct a serious foreign policy
if you do not have faith in your
country and faith in your people,
and because I hear constantly how
we are just as bad as the people
we are resisting.
I may be in a particular position
in this respect. As a boy I lived in
a totalitarian country. No one who

Henry Kissinger poses with
Mr. E. L. Shannon, Jr., and
Trustee Thomas W. Bewley
'26.

has lived in a totalitarian country
would misunderstand the difference
between a totalitarian society and
an imperfect democracy. It is
essential that we do not listen to
those advocates of American
self-denigration who take every
American imperfection, of which
there are certainly many, as an
excuse for abdication, because
whatever our faults, without
America there will be no freedom
in the world.
For all these reasons, we have
had great difficulty thinking of
foreign policy in terms of equilibrium, or balance of power; in
terms of strategy; in terms of
consistency; or in terms of longterm national interests. This can be
seen, for example, in our relationship with the Soviet Union.
Second, East/West Relations
Probably there are no two
societies that find it more difficult to understand each other than
the United States and the Soviet
Union. Many Americans, including
many leading citizens, tend to
think of foreign policy as a subdivision of psychiatry. They think
relations among nations are like
relations among people, and they
place enormous emphasis on the
personality changes of individual
rulers. Sixteen months ago, when
Andropov became General Secretary of the Communist Party,
there were profound pieces on the
editorial page of one of our leading
newspapers to the effect that
Mr. Andropov had Persian rugs on
his floor, listened to jazz music,

Joan Woehrmann of the Whittier Chamber of Commerce with Trustee Clinton
0. Harris '34 and Robert Woehrmann,

read English novels and lived in a
stone house and therefore there
was great hope for peace. Absolute
baloney! No one has ever been
inside the house of the head of the
Soviet secret police. We knew so
little about Andropov that the
one piece of information that was
never questioned was that he was
either divorced or a widower. That
was, until his widow emerged
tearfully at his funeral! One could
have known, or should have known,
that a man who headed the secret
police of the Soviet Union for
15 years was unlikely to be a closet
dove! And one might have remembered that no Soviet leader in
the history of the State ever achieved
power where he could give orders
in less than six years. This was true
of Stalin and of Khrushchev.
Brezhnev, when I knew him, eight
years after he was appointed to
office, still pretended there was a
collective leadership including
Kosygin and Podgorny, and while
that was not exactly true, it was
also not totally untrue. So the high
expectations for Andropov were
bound to be disappointed. That is
not the way the Soviet system
works.
Today Chernenko is in office. He
will be 73 on his next birthday, and
has not, yet given signs of excessive
distinction at that age! He lost the
leadership struggle 16 months ago,
in the same Politburo, that is,
board of directors, with which he
now governs. And again we hear:
"Why didn't President Reagan go
to the funeral and talk to him for
two or five minutes? Why don't we

Trustee J. Stanley
Sanders '63, smiles
at friends.

Vice Chairman of the Board
Rayburn S. Dezember '53
shakes hands with Henry
Kissinger.
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have a conversation with him?" I
think it is safe to say that Chernenko
is in absolutely no position to give
any orders at this moment. He
is chairman of a board that I doubt
he controls, or in which he has to
build a consensus. That doesn't
mean we shouldn't talk, to him, but
it does mean we have to understand what we are dealing with.
Having made these propositions,
let me make a seemingly contradictory one. I believe that we are
very likely to have significant
negotiations with the Soviet Union
in a foreseeable future, say 12 to
15 months—not because Chernenko
is especially peaceful, but because
the realities of the Soviet system
require negotiations and because
we too, for our own reasons, would
obviously prefer the relaxation of
tension to the continued dangers of
confrontation. Why do I believe
the Soviet system requires it? First,
it has a Politburo of 12 people, of
whom eight are in their 70's (seven
are 75 and above), three in their
60's and one in his 50's. All the key
members are in the 70-year old
age group, including Chernenko. In
the whole history of the Soviet
Union--a state that claims to represent scientific materialism, the
forces of history, objective reality—
the one thing that has not been
mastered is a legitimate succession.
Four of their General Secretaries
died in office, and one went on
holiday without his colleagues!
There is no mechanism for replacing them and therefore there
is no such thing as honorable retirement in the Soviet Union.

Moreover, not only is the Soviet
Union not democratic, it is also
not constitutional in the sense that
a modern corporation is constitutional. Obedience does not go to
the office, it goes to the man. The
rule in the Soviet Union is more
like that of a feudal kingdom, where
a group of barons, each with their
retainers, elect a king, who then has
to maneuver to establish his
position'. In these circumstances,
how would you like to be a
bureaucrat in the Soviet Union,
which means any employed person?
Your future depends on those to
whom you are attached. Furthermore, no serving member of the
Politburo ever reached the age of
80. Therefore, it is highly probable
that there will be major changes
in the top leadership of the Soviet
Union in the next three to five years
and it is also highly probable that
they are not prepared, in this
period, to run the risks of prolonged major confrontation with the
United States. They need a respite,
just as much as we want a
negotiation.
The second problem is the inherent dilemma of the Soviet
economy. They have an economy
in which the cost of nothing is
known, in which nothing has a
price, and in which every article
operates on the basis of the allocation of some bureaucrat. All
the incentives are wrong. Every
manager has an incentive to understate his capacity, because if he
states a realistic—much less an
ambitious target—and something
breaks down in the system, as it
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always does, he will suffer political
penalty. He hoards labor, he
hoards material, and he operates
on connections. After 1968 I met
a man in charge of planning in
Czechoslovakia, and he said: "You
have no idea what it is like to plan
a modern economy. Let me give
you an example. We used to specify
the tonnage of locomotives that
we wanted produced. We then
produced the heaviest locomotives
in the world, because that was the
easiest way to fulfill the tonnage
requirement. We then specified the
number of locomotives to be
produced. We produced the worst
locomotives in the world and just
turned out the required number!"
It is a fundamental problem which
is shown, for example, by Soviet
agriculture. There is no private
land in the Soviet Union, except
that peasants working on collective
and cooperative farms have the
right to farm a few acres or less
in the evenings or early mornings,
in their spare time. That amounts
to about three to five percent of
the total land in the Soviet Union,
but that three to five percent
accounts for 35% of all produce
in the Soviet Union. Clearly they
have a problem. You cannot run a
modern economy by total planning,
and you may not be able to run a
Communist state without total
planning, because what are you
going to do with the Communist
party? Indeed, their biggest problem is what to do with the Communist party in a Communist
state. The Chinese have tried to
tackle this problem, and they have

President Mills introduces Vice
President Douglas
K. Kinsey to his
son, David, as
Trustee Rosenberger looks on.

understood it, but even they are
having difficulties. The Soviets
don't even admit it exists, and
yet they cannot avoid it.
For all these reasons, I think
some negotiations will occur.
However, and relevant to our
debate, if the Soviets believe that
the United States, in its infinite
self-flagellation, can be driven into
unilateral concessions, they will
wait to see what these concessions
might be. I keep reading that in
order to bring about negotiations
with the Soviets we ought to offer
to give up something. I do not
understand why we ought to pay
a price for the Soviets to enter
negotiations that are presumably
as much in their interest as in ours.
In my experience, the Soviets do
not pay for services already rendered. Very few, if any, countries
in the world operate on this basis.
So some of our national characteristics and some of the pressures
to which our allies expose us are
actually obstacles to progress.
For example, Gromyko, with
whom I dealt for eight years—which
is just a minute in his public career—
has tormented Secretaries of State
for 30 years! He has never been
even slightly embarrassed to repeat
the same proposition day after day,
and year after year. You try that
as an American Secretary of State!
I don't care how good our proposals are; after a few weeks, or at
most months, you will realize it
is the same tired old stuff.
I once had a researcher analyze
for how long we could get the
support of some leading news-

papers if we adopted their editorial
position, and if we accepted and
carried out their own recommendations. The result of that research
showed that the maximum amount
of time we could sustain their
support, sort of grudgingly, was
four months. It went from four
months to three-and-a-half weeks!
But certainly after four months
these papers would carry editorials
saying "It's time to rethink our
position. We've got to come up
with something new."
If the Soviets, or others know
that we feel an obligation to break
every deadlock with a new proposal,
there will be a lot of deadlocks in
the world. Or if they believe we
always come up with a compromise, there will be a lot of extreme
positions; or if they think that
they can create the impression, as
they are now trying to, that we are
governed by "trigger-happy cowboys," and that the Europeans
should drag us, kicking and screaming to the conference table, all of
these conditions will slow down
progress. If we are reasonable,
which we should be, and also firm,
if we do not let ourselves be panicked; if we tell them our elections
are our problem, (and if they think
we need a negotiation for the
election, let's wait until after
November) then I think we will
see much more rapid movement.
But it requires some restraint in
our domestic debate, lest it create
the impression that our policy is
infinitely flexible in response to
domestic pressures.

(Let me make two relatively
brief observations, because Ed
Shannon is glaring at me and knowing his efficiency, there well may be
a trapdoor here!)
Third, let me say a few words
about the Middle East and Central
America.
In the Middle East we face two
overlapping but not related problems. One is the Arab/Israeli
conflict and the other one is the
crisis in the Persian Gulf.. I said,
before we came here, that to
deal adequately with that subject,
I would have to devote the whole
period to it, but I'd like to make a
few general comments.
First with respect to the Arab!
Israeli conflict. We have historically
been friends of Israel and that is
proper and important. There have
been long periods when our friendship with Israel did not interrupt
good relations with at least the
moderate Arabs and for some
period, not even with such radical
Arabs as the Syrians. But the
requirement is that we show there
is some progress towards peace. It
is better to promise less, but to
achieve what one promises, than to
set big goals that are not realized.
A long period of stagnation will
totally undermine our position in
the Middle East, and I must say
frankly I was not in favor of sending U.S. troops to Lebanon and I
was not in favor of pulling them
out! Which shows you how hard it
is to please me! I was not in favor
of sending them there because I
was afraid we would be involved

Richard P. Ettinger, Jr., with
Trustees Sharon Ettinger and Jim
Mitchell '62.
The Consul General of
Morocco, A bdoulhek
Saoud and his wife.

Trustee and Professor
Emeritus C. Milo
Connick

Mrs. E. L. Shannon,Jr., Henry
Kissinger and Dotty Mills.
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in a problem that has centuries of
intractability behind it. I also think
it is extremely dangerous for the
United States to set objectives in
the Middle East which it then
does not reach, especially as there
is a good possibility that the
situation in the Persian Gulf will
become worse as Iranian power
develops. All the moderate countries in that region—Saudi Arabia,
Kuwait, the Emirates will become
subject to Iranian blackmail. There
is a great deal of speculation that
the Straits of Hormuz will be
closed. In my estimation the
Straits of Hormuz will not be
closed by military action, but
what could happen is that a predominant Iran tries to cut down the
oil production of the moderate
Arab countries, to a point where
the same result will come about.
We are the principal counter to
this in the area—the only, country
that will be taken seriously. No
matter what may be said in our
debates here, it is important that
we appear to know what we are
doing and therefore I think we
should now let things settle down
for a few months. But when we
start again, we must have a strategy
that leads to concrete results or
these two apparently unrelated
crises may merge and engulf us in
a situation comparable to the 70s,
that will affect our economy.
Let me turn to Central America.
Last July I was appointed chairman of a Bipartisan Commission
on Central America. It was not a
job I sought, and it was quite

Dr. Howard House '30
and Mrs. Homer Rosenberger (Alice Martin '37)
table hop before the
speech.

predictable what would happen.
On the other hand, all of the 12
people who served on that Commission were carefully chosen to
represent the different viewpoints held in the United States.
What conclusions did they reach?
First, that Central America is
vital to American security. This
happens to be a contested point
in our debate, but I cannot imagine
that anyone who knows the
history of that region can question
that is an area in which frontiers
are so impermanent that it is
to draw any clear lines.
Whenonone has seen the impact of
Cuba and Nicaragua on the
surrounding countries, one should
not delude oneself that the collapse
of Central America into Marxism!
Leninism will not threaten vital
interests in Panama; will not
affect political and economic conditions in Mexico; and which, if it
merges with the economic crisis
of the debt problem, could not
have the greatest consequences.
The second conclusion which we
reached was that there are many
causes of discontent that are not
caused by the Communists in that
area, that are autonomous, and
that need to be dealt with. We
developed a five-year program,
based on careful studies with the
World Bank, the Inter-American
Development Bank and other
leading institutions. That five-year
program seeks to return Central
America by 1990, to the economic
conditions prevailing in 1978,
that year being the end of an
18-year period during which the

Trustee Harold S. Voegelin is
introduced to Dr. Kissinger by
Mrs. E. L. Shannon, Jr.
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Trustee William Wardlaw
'68 helps L. A. City Attorney Ira Reiner meet other
guests.

area grew at the rate of six percent
a year. Since then, as a result of
rising oil prices, falling commodity
prices, and above all a guerrilla war,
per capita income has fallen by
20%. That is a prescription for
chaos.
Third, we could not help but
notice that Nicaragua is receiving
15,000 tons of military equipment
a year from Cuba and the Soviet
Union; that it has 9,000 foreign
advisors-8,000 Cubans and 1,000
Bulgarians, East Germans, Libyans,
and Soviets. Indeed it has as many
foreign advisors as it used to have
people in its army. And yet the
demonstrators who are becoming
more and more violent in this country, are saying we should withdraw
from Central America. I have a secret
for them. We have 50 advisors in
Salvador, and our Commission
proposed that everybody withdraw
their advisors. We'd be quite
prepared to withdraw ours if the
Soviets and the Cubans withdraw
theirs. We'd be quite prepared to
reduce our military aid to agreed
levels, which is now a fifth of what
the Cubans and Soviets put there,
if the Soviets and Cubans reduce
theirs to agreed levels.
The fundamental point is this:
there are 23 million people in
Central America; frontiers are not
clearly demarcated and have never
been an obstacle. If Central
America collapses and becomes
Marxist/Leninist, you should keep
in mind a number of things. If our
Commission is wrong, we will be
wasting only $700 million a year;
if our Commission is right, and we

President Mills introduces R. J.
Clason '84, president of the
Whittier College Young Republicans, to the speaker of the
evening.

don't provide $700 million a year,
we will pay a price later compared
to which our present exertions
would be absolutely trivial.
If this area has the same impact
on its surroundings as Cuba and
Nicaragua have had we will, for the
first time in our history, face a
security problem in the Western
hemisphere. I know all the
arguments that this is hysterical,
that this isn't true, and I keep
reading editorials that say it's a
very simple proposition—all that is
needed is to bring a little pressure
on the governor of Salvador to
negotiate and to have something
like a coalition government. Let
some history undergraduate or
graduate student or even a
professor, find me one civil
war in history that has been ended
by a coalition government. If a
Republican president in this country appoints one Democrat to his
cabinet, or vice versa, of which I
know very few recent examples,
it is a big headline in a country in
which there are no huge divisions
between parties. But in Central
America, where people have been
murdering each other for ten years,
they are supposed to govern
together?
What, exactly, is the Communists'
proposal for a coalition government? Their proposal is that the
army that exists should be disbanded; the police force should be
disbanded; the conservative political party, which represents 30%
of the electorate, must be banned
and its leaders thrown out of the
country. Then, with the remainder

unarmed, and without a police
force, the communists are willing
to take a few of the conservatives
into their government, where they
would last just about as long as
they did in Nicaragua, which was
a little less than three months.
I mention these examples even
though they have nothing to do
with current policy. I mention this
because 12 Americans—who
included such devoted friends of
President Reagan as the head of
the AFL-CIO and such men as
dedicated to the progress of the
Reagan Administration as the
former chairman of the Democratic
National Committee—all came to
the same conclusions. Above all,
who can run the risk that they
are not right? I would like to
call attention to one phrase in our
report, which is: "There is an
argument for doing nothing and
there is an argument for doing
enough. There is no argument for
doing too little."
To draw this into a partisan
controversy is to play havoc with
our future. To keep saying that
in an area so close to our borders
we have no security interests that
can ever justify American action,
is extremely dangerous. It is also
time that those American mothers
who have lost sons in war somewhere in the world not constantly
be told that their children were
sacrificed in vain by selfish political
leaders, if we are not going to
break our national morale
completely.
I have gone on much longer
than my assignment, but I'd like to

leave you with one concluding
thought.
Every problem I have mentioned
can be solved by American efforts.
None of the problems I have
described to you is insoluble.
We have a high probability of
making progress in negotiations
with the Soviets. We can design
a strategy for the Middle East
that will not eliminate conflicts
in an area that has never been
without conflicts but that can
reduce their impact. And we can
develop a program which will
reduce the dangers in Central
America and point it in a positive
direction. There is no other nation
in the world that can say this.
I have a Chinese friend who
claims that there is a Chinese
proverb that applies to the
contemporary situation. I don't
believe there is such a proverb,
but the Chinese are very good at
making them up to appeal to our
latent sense of inferiority. You
didn't know I had a latent sense
of inferiority! That proverb goes
something like this: "When there
is turmoil under the heavens,
little problems are treated as if
they were big problems and big
problems aren't dealt with at all;
when there is order under the
heavens, big problems are reduced
to little problems and little problems
do not upset us." After all that
I've said, it's up to us to see that
there be order under the heavens
in which there can be both peace
and justice and both freedom and
security.

Jack and Erlene (Woodward '43)
Mele '43 with Dick Wood.
Dr. Godfrey Muller and his
wife, Maybelle, who made all
the centerpieces for the tables
at the banquet.
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additional career, providing entertainment for parties and groups.
She once spoke to students at
Whittier about her participation in
the production of The Muppet
Movie.
Beth and her husband, William,
live in Pasadena. Since their four
Sons are in their twenties, Beth now
has time to devote to a full-time
career. We're delihted that she
chose to pursue t at career at
Whittier!

Alumni Board
This year's Alumni Association
Board of Directors, under the able
leadership of El Dyer '50, has been
actively involved in numerous
events and activities for the benefit
of the Alumni Association.
The Board's most recent meeting
was held on the Law School campus, enabling Board members to
tour the facility and talk to Dean
FitzRandolph and other Law
School personnel. This is one example of how members of the
Board are encouraged to keep up
on current events on campus, and
be well informed on what their
alma mater is like today.
The Alumni/Student Relations
Committee of the Board, chaired
by Susan (Brown) Izumo '68,
was co-sponsor of Career Week.
Other members of the Committee
include: Kevin Buckel '82; Tim
Arick, ASWC President; Sam
Defeo '71; Dr. John Dean, faculty
representative; Penny (Came)
Fraumeni '68; Jack Mele '43; Cris
Montoya '83; Vic Pontrelli '57;
and Jackie (Powers) Hanson '56.
The Alumni Education Committee, chaired by Barry Uzel '65,
planned the second Arts Series,
with three separate seminars, each
one focusing on a specific area,
Drama Day with the production of
Lady Windermere's Fan, Music
Day with a concert by the Rio
Hondo Symphony, and Historical
Day with a lecture by Dr. Harry
Nerhood '82 (honorary), on the
history of Whittier, with a visit to
the new Whittier Museum.
In addition to the Arts Series,
the Alumni Education Committee
is planning a Computer Seminar
for Saturday, September 15. Details will be available soon

Other members of the Alumni
Education Committee are Paul
McNulty '76, Tim Brooks '81,
Jackie (Powers) Hanson '56,
Marilyn (McCall) Gardner '50,
Susan (Garber) McDonald '69,
Vic Pontrelli '57, Harry White
'49, and George Sattler '57.

Lancer Society Plans
Golden Anniversaiy
Reunion
The Lancer Society "Committee
of Fifty," the group charged with
the planning and organization of
the society's 50th anniversary
celebration during Whittier College
Homecoming activities on Saturday,
November 10, met for the first
time recently in the Richard P.
Ettinger, Sr. Faculty/Alumni
Center. Douglas K. Kinsey, Vice
President for College Advancement,
was the committee's special guest.
Under the direction of Wiliam
H. (Mo) Marumoto '57, the committee will spend eight months
planning a full slate of activities
which will precede, intersperse
with and follow the regular Homecoming functions. The highlight
of the festivities will be the
annual brunch with J. Stanley
Sanders '63, former Poet football All-American and Rhodes
Scholar, acting as master of
ceremonies.
Also on tap are a reception and
brunch for spouses and guests, a
chapel service, tours of the campus,
a buffet dinner in the Campus Inn,
special discounted seating at the
Homecoming football game and an
after-game party.
The adopted theme for the
Golden Anniversary Reunion is:
"The Lancer Society Legacy/
1934-1984: A Half Century of
Heritage in Leadership and Service and A Promise for the Future."
Susan E. Roberts '67, Director of
Alumni Affairs, is serving as an
ex-officio member of the planning
committee; and Roman Padilla
'84 is acting as liaison for on-campus
activities.

Alumni Scholarship
At a recent meeting of the
Alumni Association Board of
Directors, President Mills an-

nounced that the Alumni Scholarship has been raised to $1,000. The
Executive Committee of the
Board, which had been active in
promoting this, was delighted
that this action had been taken.
With certain exceptions, the
Alumni Scholarship is awarded to
all students admitted to the College
whose parents are Whittier alumni.
This is one way the College can
thank alumni for their support.
The Scholarship was first established in 1979 at the request of
the Scholarship Committee of the
Alumni Board, at that time chaired
by Ben Harris '55. The original
amount of the award was $500.
The doubling of this is significant
of the esteem the College has for
its alumni. Alumni President, El
Dyer '50, joined with the entire
Board in expressing thanks to
President Mills for making this
increase.

"First 10 Club"
Launched in Style
There is a definite ebullience in
the air of the Alumni Office, caused
by the successful launching of a
new enterprise. Those alumni/ae
who graduated in the last ten years
have formed a Whittier College
support group and have dubbed
themselves the "First 10 Club."
With a brand new name, a
graphic new logo and a lot of
enthusiasm, they have embarked on
a series of highly successful gettogethers.
The opening event, organized
and masterminded by Paul McNulty
'76, was an informal mixer at the
Hyatt Regency in Long Beach on
Sunday, March 4. Nearly 60
recently-graduated alumni/ae eagerly gathered to get re-acquainted and
compare notes on their lives since
leaving the College. Wine, cheese
and chatter highlighted the afternoon, and many of the groups went
off to share dinner and further
news after the mixer broke up.
Magic and mystery were the keynotes of the second gathering of
the First lOers, when a lucky group
who got their reservations in early
were entertained at the Magic
Castle, a private club for magicians
and their friends in Los Angeles.
Mike Schraeger '78, a member of
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the Club, was able to arrange
entrance for 60 people on two
successive evenings, March 20 and
21. If the Castle had not limited
attendance, the groups would have
been even larger, since there was a
long waiting list and hopefuls
called right up to the last minute.
Those farsighted fortunates who
were able to attend reported that
it was a delightful evening from
first encounter with doorkeeper,
Merlin's owl, through close-up
magic, stage illusions, Irma—the
piano-playing ghost who takes
requests and answers questions
with a song—right on through the
last supper in an elegant Victorian
setting.
May 20 will be the First 10 Club
Sportsfest, to be held on campus.
Planned by Kevin Buckel '82, this
will be an all-day sporting event for
First lOers and their families.
Organized and disorganized sports,
with prizes for both winners and
losers, will encourage the superachievers and console the unathletic. Those sports-minded
graduates who don't wish to
participate will be urged to join
the cheering sections. The day will
be climaxed by a picnic/barbecue
provided by the able catering staff
at the College.
With two well-attended successful events under their belts and
more in the planning stages, the
First 10 Club and the Alumni
Office are delighted to pronounce
our new baby well-launched and on
its way to bigger and better things.
If you graduated from Whittier
in the last ten years and are interested in getting involved in the
First 10 Club activities, contact
the Alumni Office for further
information.

Homecoming '84
On your mark, get set, go—to
your 'nearest phone to start making
arrangements to attend Homecoming weekend, 1984, on November 9, 10, and 11. Last year's
celebration was a smashing
success, and it will be hard to top
that, but we're going to try.
Centered around the Saturday
evening football game against
Claremont, numerous events are
in the planning stages. There will
be lots of brunches, reunions,
special events and athletic
contests.
If you are in a class year ending
in 4 or 9 this is the year for

you. Are you interested in serving
on a reunion committee for your
class? If so, contact the Alumni
Office (213) 693-0771, extension
222.

Hollywood Bowl
Save the date for the annual trip
to the Hollywood Bowl on Saturday, August 4. Tickets have been
ordered, busses have been chartered
and plans are underway.
This year's program features
Victor Bore at the piano.
Plan on Joining us for a truly
enjoyable evening.

Upcoming Events
Commencement
Air Force Band Concert
Night at the Hollywood Bowl
Dodger Night
Computer Seminar
Financial Planning Seminar
Homecoming Weekend
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Sunday, June 3
Sunday, July 29
Saturday, August 4
Saturday, August 18
Saturday, September 15
Saturday, October 20
Friday and Saturday
(November 9 and 10)

Law
School
.1

Library Extension
Proceeds
A major construction project
was begun in December which will
result in an increase of 5,000 sq.
ft. in library space and a new
second-story classroom with a
capacity for 150 seats. The wood
frame house that stood in back of
the Law School has been razed.

The next step is the raising of a
two-story structure, which will
reflect the Tudor-style design of
the present Law School building.
In the final stages the library
circulation area will be increased
to five times its present size and the
Westlaw computer facility area
greatly enlarged, with the installation of 180 study carrels wired
for connection to students'
personal computers.
The entire rebuilding and renovation is planned for completion
before the start of the fall classes.

Pit chess Emcees Dinner
Former L.A. County Sheriff
Peter J. Pitchess was Master of
Ceremonies at the second annual
WCSL Alumni Association Dinner
Dance on March 14.
A large group of alumni gathered
to hear L. A. County District

Give Away Stock
But Keep The
Income

Attorney Robert Philibosian, the
guest speaker, and to install the
1984 Alumni Association officers
and directors. It was a well-attended
event which is becoming increasingly more popular.

Events on the
Law School Campus
March 23-24 Health Law Symposium co-sponsored by the National
Health Lawyers Association.
April 6-7 The Moot Court Honors
Board hosted the 1984 Roger B.
Traynor California Moot Court
Competition. Seventeen schools
participated this year, and some 40
judges and legal scholars judged
multiple rounds of arguments
during the two days of competition. Last year Patricia Wilkinson
and James Dabney took first place
for best written brief, and captured
third place for best oral argument.

A gift of appreciated stock to Whittier College
offers donors the following benefits:
•Avoiding capital gains tax
•Reducing income taxes
•Increasing spendable income
A gift of appreciated stock used to fund a life
income agreement with Whittier College provides
in many instances increased income for donors.
This is made possible by reinvesting the full
value of stock not reduced by income tax and
capital gain taxes.
There are several plans through which alumni
and friends can make a gift to Whittier College
while retaining the income from their investments.
For further information contact:
Vince Fraumeni '69
Director of Planned Giving
J Whittier College Whittier, CA 90608
(213) 693-0771, Ext. 217
I would like to know more about making a gift to
Whittier College and retaining the income from
my investments.
Name
Address
City, State, Zip
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Old
Acquaintances

1930's
Harry and Mildred
(Hatch '35) Phillips '35
led a tour to Holland,
Austria, Hungary and
Yugoslavia in May, culminated by attendance at
the Passion Play. In
January 1983 Harry,
who is a member of the
Rancho Mirage Parks
and Recreation Committee, dedicated the first
city park. As CRTA Area
VIII director he programmed eight division
meetings and was chairman of the CRTA State

Convention in May 1983
in Ontario, with 687
attendees. This year he
is Skipper of the Mariner
group at his Church. Mildred is involved in all
Harry's activities as well
as doing publicity for
CRTA, the Church, the
AAUW and TV and radio
publicity for the Tour.
Their three daughters
attended Whittier, as did
their son-in-law. They
have three granddaughters and two grandsons.
Virginia (Hoskins)
DuPrez '39 retired from
school in 1957 and she
and her husband now do
a lot of traveling, to New
Zealand, Sri Lanka,
Egypt, Fiji, Yugoslavia,
Turkey, and Italy, but
they spend the summers
in Bend, OR. They have
two sons and a daughter,
six grandchildren and a
great-grandson.

In Memoriam
In December, one of Whittier College's oldest and
best loved alumni passed away, leaving a gap that will
not soon be filled. His name is one that will always be
remembered in the annals of the College.
Warren 0. Mendenhall '22 devoted his entire life to
the cause of education and most particularly to the
betterment of mentally handicapped children. For forty
years he was with the Orange County Office of Education, the last eighteen as Assistant Superintendent of
Schools. He has been president of the Council for
Exceptional Children and chairman of Region II of the
American Association for the Mentally Deficient. In
recognition of his services, the Garden Grove District
School for Exceptional Children was named for him,
an honor of which he was justifiably proud.
While a student at Whittier, he was the first president
of the Franklin Society, founded the Student Volun-
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1940's
News of Carroll and
Virginia (Hill '42) Richardson '41 came with
their Christmas Greetings.
Carroll was featured in
the 1980 edition of
Who's Who in Orange
County and is now
Counselor Emeritus of
Saddleback Community
College. Carroll gave
some very interesting and
perceptive comments he
had received in letters
from Boris Ostrovski, a
university teacher in
Taganrog, USSR, in the
past three years. The two
educators have been
corresponding on matters
of mutual and international concern.
Pilgrimages, a paperback
book, published in New
Jersey by Prentice-Hall,
Inc.($5.95) in their Spectrum Book series, is of
special interest to readers
who are also travelers.
Written by the Rev.
Paul L. Higgins '42, it
gives excellent and sometimes anecdotal descriptions of a number of religious sites in the British

Isles, Northern France,
the Teutonic Lands and
Helvetia. Paul is a member of the New Hampshire Conference of the
United Methodist Church
and the co-founder of
Spiritual Frontiers
Fellowship. He is the
director of The Rockport
Colony in Massachusetts,
where he conducts lectures, seminars and retreats. He and his wife
travel widely and lead
group tours to Europe
and the Holy Land.
Lenora (Marchant)
Homyer '48 retired from
32 years of teaching
elementary school in
November 1983.
Bill Branca '49 and his
wife, Doris, '49 are retired
school teachers from
LAUSD living in Ferndale, WA. Any of their
friends traveling through
the area can give them a
call and/or stop over.
Their phone number is
(206) 384-6373

1950's
Floralie (Rogers)
Anthony '50, wrote to

teers, and was a member of La Tertulia Espanola and
Le Circle Francais. During his professional career he
served as president of the State Federal Council for
Exceptional Children and was chairman of Region II of
the American Association on the Mentally Deficient.
A member of Whittier Friends Church, he had been
Presiding Clerk and was a board member of the Smedley
Chapter No. 1 Toastmasters and of Goodwill Industries
of Orange County.
For several years he and his wife, Esther (Lewis '23)
were residents of Quaker Gardens and he was a founding
member of California Friends Homes (Retirement
Facility).
Many individuals from the College who visited Warren
at Quaker Gardens remarked on his upright bearing,
his bright sense of humor and his general friendliness.
He was revered and loved by his companions in the
Gardens and his presence will be greatly missed.
All at Whittier College offer their sincere condolences
to his wife and family.

1934-84 Journey of Love

Q

n Sunday, January 22, a special Golden Anniversary observance was held at the Riverside
United Methodist Church in Sacramento to celebrate
fifty years of marriage between Everett and Frances
Schneider '30. The Whittier College community joins
in congratulating them and reproduces a part of their
Christmas letter to their friends as a way of commemorating the event.
"Fifty years ago in April, Everett Schneider of
California proposed marriage to Frances Maurer of
Oregon in the lobby of the YMCA in Naperville,
Illinois. At that time Everett was a senior at the seminary, known today as Garrett-Evangelical Theological,
and Frances was a third-year music student in nearby
North Central College.
"Those were depression years, and Everett earned his
board by working in the Pauldon Cafe, while Frances
earned hers working in the YMCA 'apartment' home of
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Faust.
"The following year, on January 26, 1934, they were
married in the Peninsular Avenue Evangelical Church in
Portland, with Frances' father and uncle officiating.
"They were too happy to feel poor, even though
Everett's salary was only $50.00 a month (augmented
by $15 of Co. Library rent) at South Sacramento
Community Church—now Hope United Methodist
Church—his first charge.
"College debts and second-hand furniture were
paid off in monthly installments of $10.00. But there
was a plus-2 lbs. of ground beef was only 25 cents,
large peaches were a penny a pound, milk was 11 cents
a quart and eggs were 14 cents a dozen!
"Each time they moved (Glendale, San Diego,
Porterville, San Bernardino, Phoenix and Turlock)
they were greeted by loving church friends who became
their 'built-in' families and in time three children,
David, Karen and Ruth, became a part of their total
ministry.
"Today these children have established homes of
their own. In Chico, David with three children, Ruth
with two and in Anaheim, Karen."

In Memoriam
It is with great regret that we report the death, on
December 5,1983, of Nathanial "Nate" George '31.
An outstanding athlete, he was inducted into the
College Hall of Fame in 1980. Twice he qualified
for the American Olympic Team trials and in 1930 was
named to the All-American Track and Field Team
selected by the NCAA. After graduation he coached
the championship Los Angeles 28th Street YMCA team.
We know that all his many friends will be sorry to
hear of his passing and join us in sending condolences
to his surviving relatives.

us on Valentine's Day to
give her latest news. Husband, Bruce, has retired
after 32 years as a Los
Angeles City School
psychologist and Floralie
retired after 20 years as
an elementary teacher.
Their daughter, Vicky, is
married and teaches
sciences in the valley
secondary schools;
Joanne is also married
and is in CNN (cable
news network) in Washington DC, where she
also teaches; and Roger
is a graduate student at
UCLA. The Anthonys
plan motor home tours
to "all the friends who
haven't been able to
escape us," and she
plans to write a book,
pamphlet, letter, upon
retirement, entitled
"Who Wants to Clean
House Again?"
Rayburn S. Dezember
'53, Whittier College
trustee and chairman
and chief executive
officer of Central Pacific
Corporation, has been
elected to the board of
directors of the Federal
Reserve Bank of San
Francisco.
You may have read in
the November 28, 1983,
issue of FORTUNE how
Xerox has sold a number
of its retail stores to the
Genra Group, a team of
Texas investors, for $10
million. Well, William C.
Jackson '55, who started
out with IBM, has resignedas president of
Xerox's Office Products
Division to join Genra as
president. Congratulations Bill!
Ann Bamberger '56
currently resides about
12 miles from Cambridge
in England and serves as
coordinating principal
for four schools in the
Dept. of Defense Dependent School system. She
has been in England since
July 1983 after four

years at SHAPE headquarters in Belgium. She
looks forward to seeing
many Whittier friends
while visiting the area in
July 1984.
Elizabeth (Buse)
Lucas '58 autographed her latest book
Italic Letterforms: A
Guidebook for Learning
the Art of Beautiful
Writing at a reception
at the Long Beach
Museum of Art Bookshop/Gallery on February 4 and 5. Published
by Prentice-Hall, Inc.
the book is one of their
series on "Calligraphy."
Joan (Phillips) Buehring '59 is tutoring and
substitute teaching and
is active in community
affairs in Saratoga Hills
in Agoura.

1960's
John Carter '62 and
Gary Libman '62 celebrated completion of the
new storage facility at
Lightning Chemical
Products in Oliver
Springs, Tennessee.
John and Gary
founded Lightning two
years ago and have been
gratified by public acceptance of their products.
Marjorie (Phillips)
Sorenson '63 is teaching
first grade at Stanford
Avenue, a year-around
school.
Sally (Salmen) Snow
'65 and husband, Wayne,
run a nursery at their
home in Chico. Their two
daughters, Natalie (14)
and Eve (12), help in the
family business.
Patty (Phillips) Bell
'66 is a part-time Reading Improvement specialist in Montebello and is
training as a Reader's
Specialist for Houghton
Mifflin Publishing Company, whose text books
have been adopted by
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verything is coming up roses for F. Lynn Blystone
'57 these days. He is chairman of the Merit Companies in Denver, with interests in industrial construction and municipal finance, and president of Bandera
Land Co., with property interests in Kern, Riverside and
Orange Counties. But perhaps his most productive and
exciting position is that of president of Tri Valley Oil &
Gas Corp., a position he assumed in October 1983,
after being a director of the corporation since 1974.
Headquartered in Denver, the corporation takes its
name from three areas of interest in California, notably
the San Joaquin, Salinas and Sacramento Valleys. The
firm started in 1963 as The Salinas Valley Exploration
Company and was incorporated to consolidate various
working interests in leases surrounding the newlydiscovered King City oil field and to provide working
capital for an exploratory drilling program.
In those days the company had no employees and all
stenographic, accounting, drafting and printing services
were farmed out on a contractual or hourly basis. It
paid little or no office rent and was able to operate
with a minimum of overhead. Initially the intention
was to explore and exploit King City leaseholds without
becoming involved in other areas. In 1969 the company's name was changed to reflect a broadening of

the State of California.
Her hobby is quilting.
Husband, Charles '66
is director of Special
Education in Montebello and a fitness enthusiast, bicycling,
rowing, jogging, swimming, and is also an
enthusiastic gardner.
John E. Bel '68 has
been named president of
the newly-formed St.
Joseph's Health Services Foundation, a subsidiary of the CarondeletSt. Paul Health Services
Corporation, the parent
organization of St.
Joseph's Hospital. Prior
to joining the Foundation, John was Campaign
Director/Planned Giving
Executive for the American Red Cross, Los
Angeles Chapter. He has
also served as Director
of Development at the
Presbyterian Community
Hospital in Whittier, and
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in a similar position at
Westlake School. At one
time he was Director of
Alumni Relations here at
Whittier.
Sharon (Collins) Fleischer '69 has received an
American Sociological
Association Minority
Fellowship for 1983-84.
Such awards are made to
students who are working
toward their Ph.D. in
sociology. . .Dave Newell
'69, head coach at Bell
Gardens, shared with
Tom Caffrey, from
Whittier Christian, the
Whittier Daily News
title of "Coach of the
Year.". . .Dan Thomas
'69 is associate professor of political science
at Wartburg College in
Iowa. He is author or
co-author of numerous
papers, including a
chapter on political
subjectivity for 1984's
Political Behavior
Annual. In his opinion,

interest beyond the Salinas Valley, and Tri Valley came
into being.
Currently Tri Valley is planning its first oil drilling
venture in Kern County on the basis of a joint play by
Bob Hartley and S & D Energy Associates and is also
working with Sue Kiser, a consulting geologist previously with Depco Inc., and Getty Oil Co., in the generation of additional prospects. More work is also being
done in the Sacramento Valley gas province.
To date all their explorations have panned out well.
One well, southwest of Sacramento, surprised everyone
by producing 200 barrels of oil a day and 250,000 to
300,000 cubic feet of gas per day during the first five
days of operation. Tri Valley's interest in this consisted
of a 5% overriding royalty until payout, converting to a
30% working interest thereafter. Last November the
well was producing in excess of 500,000 cubic feet of
gas and 100 barrels of oil a day!
In the annual report for the fiscal year ending July
31, 1983, revenues were put at $606,859, up from
$378,750 a year earlier, and Lynn stated that they were
"committed to becoming a financially stable, able and
balanced California petroleum company as the foundation for any expansion."
We wish him even greater successes in the years to
come!

in a presidential election
you vote for the candidate with whom you
personally most closely
identify. He was once
asked to work for the
CIA, but he preferred
the academic world and

was relieved when the
idea was dropped. He
has been a caucus and
precinct delegate to
political conventions but
prefers studying what
politics says about
people's personalities.

In Memoriam
It is with great regret that we have to announce the
death, on February 7, 1984, of Charles Wayne McMurtry
'60, at the young age of 47.
Chuck was general manager and part owner of LeeWood Motors in Whittier, but he will be remembered
best for his prowess on the gridiron.
While an undergraduate he played guard for the
Poets and was drafted by the Buffalo Bills of the old
American Football League and played defensive tackle
there for three years before going to Oakland, being
named an All-Pro before his career was cut short by
knee injuries.
We extend our heartfelt sympathies to his wife,
Wanda, and his sons, Steve and Mitch.

"Politics is a Rorschach
test," he once said,
"Its personality and
self-discovery aspects
are its greatest unacknowledged service."

1970's
Jon C. Frandell '70
has been promoted to
assistant vice president
and manager of the
Oceanside office of
California First Bank.
After graduation, Jon
attended the Institute
of Sociology in Gothenburg, Sweden. In 1979 he
joined the Bank as loan
officer at the Vista
branch and was named
manager of the Fallbrook office in 1982. He
is second vice president
of the Fallbrook Boys
and Girls Club and
chairman of the County
Service Area Advisory
Committee. In addition
to his other interests
he is a member of the
Fallbrook Kiwanis Club,
the Fallbrook Hospital
Foundation and the
Banking Advisory Committee at Palomar College.
.Joe Schneider '70
has been promoted to
cardiovascular and respiratory product manager
at Burroughs Welcome
Co. He joined the company in 1970 after he
received a B.A. degree
in biology. He is a resident of Raleigh, N.C.
Suzanne (Cochran)
Moore '72 is one of
several alumni/ae involved in the promotion
of the new Master
Chorale for the Whittier!
San Gabriel area. The
Chorale Bel Canto is now
in its second season,
with an increasing list of
subscribers and patrons,
and is chaired by Joe and
Edna (Brindley '73)
Moore '73. . .Christine
Klokow '72) Reasin and

husband, Tom '68, have
two children, Heather and
Tommy. Tom is school
administrator in the
Santa Ana Unified
School District and
Christine is principal of
La Pluma School in the
Norwalk-La Mirada
Unified School District.
It is a kindergarten
through seventh grade
school. Their family
loves to travel. They
spent three weeks this
past summer touring the
islands in Hawaii again.
.Wendell M. Sparks '72
is now living in Huntington Beach with his wife,
Lori. Wendell received
his MBA in 1975 and is
now vice president of
Property Management
for Huntington Seacliff
Corporation in Huntington Beach, CA.
Dreta Amerson '73
is an elementary school
teacher. She has an M.S.
in Early Childhood Education and has traveled
through Europe, Vancouver, Seattle, Mexico,
Greece, Turkey, Egypt,
Israel, The Phillipines,
Hong Kong, Japan, and
Thailand. . .Cheryl R.
Avirom '73 is an attorney. After graduating
from W.C. she went on
to Yale University,
where she received her
Juris Doctor in 1976.
Her article, "Preservation
of cultural property,"
appeared in Art Law by
R. E. Duffy. . .Frances
(Von Seggern) Bach
'73, is a music teacher at
W.C. She has played the
cello with the Edmonton
Symphony Orchestra in
Alberta, Canada, for
three years. Her husband,
Phillip, is a clinical
chemist. . Linda
(Samuelson) Bagzis '73
and her husband, Larry,
live in Pensacola, Florida,
where Larry is a chemical
engineer with Air Prod-

ucts and Chemicals. They
have three children.
Rene (Pulliam) Breashers
'73, is the owner!director/
choreographer of her
own dance studio in the
San Francisco bay area.
She recently performed
in a new musical called
"Dream Dawgs.".
Gordon Brown '73 is
presently the assistant
director of Disaster
Services for the American
Red Cross, after working
for eight years with the
Boy Scouts of America.
.Janis Ann (Fix)
Brown '73 is living in
Idaho with her husband,
Charles, and their children. They are selfemployed with their own
custom silk-screening
shop. After graduating
from Whittier, Janis
received her master's in
P.E. from Cal State
Fullerton and coached
track and volleyball for
five years. . .Richard W.
Buck '73 has received an
MA in International
Management, he received
the American Spirit
Honor Award, and various
public speaking awards.
Jan (Hixenbaugh '73)
and Gregory Clarke '73
presently live in Mission
Viejo with their three
children, where Jan is a
homemaker and Gregory
is a Life specialist for
Safeco Life Insurance
Co. . .Robert A.
Clemmons '73 is vice
president of Clemmons
Energy Systems. He
served as president of
the Crystal Cathedral
Choir for two years and
was previously Creative
Assistant for "Creator"
magazine. Robert and his
wife, Sally, live in
Hacienda Heights with
their two children.
Christina (Rodriguez)
Cortez '73 is presently
an elementary school
teacher. She lives in
Brea with her husband,
David, and their son,

Michael (4). . .Mary Jo
(Otters) Curry '73 is an
elementary teacher and
homemaker. Mary Jo
and her husband, Roger,
who is a registered nurse,
have managed "Executives
Medical Nurses Registry"
in La Habra for four
years. . .Karen (Filippelli)
DeWilde '73 received
her M.S. from Pepperdine
in 1978 and has her
elementary teaching
credential. She also
received her M.F.A.
degree from UCI in
voiceJmusic ... Karen
(Hoffman) Embree '73 is
a retired elementary
school teacher presently
working in her son's preschool. Karen, and her
husband, William, live in
Seal Beach with their
son, Matthew (3).
Nancy Evans '73 is a
reading specialist and
French teacher at La
Puente H.S. She received
her Master's Degree in
Education from CSULA
'78 and an Outstanding
Young Educator Award
'82 from Hacienda/Puente
Hills Jaycees. . .Janine
(Yokochi) Ezaki '73 is a
curriculum specialist. She
also works as business
manager for her husband's two dental offices.
Janine and her husband,
Ramsey, live in Whittier
with their son, Brandon.
.Alan Fishman '73 is
presently a high school
math teacher. He has
traveled to Brazil, Portugal, Israel, Iran, India,
Nepal, Thailand, Malaysia, Korea, Taiwan, and
Japan. . .Frederick
Michael Foster '73 is a
clinical social worker. He
received his M.S.W. in
'77, his license in clinical social work in '80,
and a certificate in
Gerontology in '75, all
from USC. He has traveled to the Orient,
Hawaii, Australia, Wash-
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on D.C., Europe, and
Tahiti. . .Jacqueline
Freemen '73 is a librarian,
with a Master's in library
science. She is involved
in animal rights advocacy,
ecology conservation,
and ethnic cultures. She
has traveled through
Europe, Scandinavia,
Orient, Caribbean,
Canada, Hawaii, Mexico,
Venezuela, and Iceland.
.Elizabeth (Turner)
Fulkerson '73 is president of Atherton Associates. She lives in Laguna
Beach with her husband,
Franklin, who is president
of Vortex Industries.
Sharon M. (Davis)
Harris '73 is presently a
Speech Language Pathologist in private practice. She received her
M.A. in speech pathology
from San Diego State
University. . .Vicki
(Dunnaway) Henderson
'73 is presently living
in La Verne, with her
husband, Gregg, and their
two children, Michael
and Jamie. She has
worked as a secretary,
preschool teacher and
real estate agent.
Marynelle (Ellis) Huang
'73 is presently living in
Jakarta with her husband,
Lawrence, where he
works in the family
business. She was previously the Legislative
Assistant to the City of
Long Beach. She has
traveled through Europe,
Asia, China, Russia, and
West and Middle Java.
Sandra (Newburn) Ivey
'73 and her schoolteacher husband, Boyd,
have one daughter, Keita
Joy. She is a supervisor,
Base Administration for
Pan American World Airways. From 1973-77 she
was a stewardess, after
which she transferred to
management.. .Nancy
Kendall '73 is currently a
vocational assessment

mg
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specialist in Albuquerque.
She received her M.A. in
clinical psychology and
has traveled to England,
Scotland, Norway,
Sweden, and Mexico..
Fred Lakey '73 is
presently a contract
administrator. He lives
in Los Angeles with his
wife, Jacqueline and
their two sons, Christopher and Russell. . .Dan
MacAuley '73 is an
attorney. He received
his J.D. from USC
School of Law. He
lives in Palos Verdes
Estates with his wife,
Suzanne. . Pat (Guerrero)
McDermont '73 lives in
Concord with her husband, Gregg, who is a
special accounts manager, and their two sons,
Steven and Jeffrey. Pat
teaches a craft class.
Arlene (Hallin) Meeker
'73 is Chairman of the
Board/President of
Grover Manufacturing
Corporation. She is
listed in Who's Who in
Finance & Industry,
Who's Who in American
Women and Who's Who
in the West. . . Richard
Miles '73 is a sales representative. He lives in
Redlands with his wife
Janice, who is a teacher.
.Kathleen (Petrus)
Miller '73 wrote telling us
how much she enjoyed
the 1973 Class Reunion,
which she was only able
to attend because her
son, Ryan, was born
early! She had praise for
the food and for Joe
Moore '73, who acted as
Emcee. She commented
that she was sure she
was the only person who
brought her mother,
which she did, as babysitter for Ryan. She
wanted us to say
"goodbye" to one of
her classmates, so here we
go: "Goodbye Mark Rice
'73 from Kathleen
Miller!". . .Sallie
(Ekern '73) and Robert
E. Mott, Jr. '73 live in

Idyliwild with their two
children. Sallie received
her MS in school counseling and both she and
Robert are teachers.
Harold "Lett" Mullen
'73 is a wholesaler in
antique silver. He collects
antiques, furniture and
Oriental hardstone
carvings. . .Terry I.
(Burton) Nott '73 is
a Lieutenant in the
U.S. Coast Guard. She
received a MIM at the
American Graduate
School of International
Management and has
traveled to the Bahamas,
Mexico, Jamaica, Cuba,
St. Thomas, St. Lucie,
Puerto Rico, Grand
Canyon, Aruba, and
Germany.. .Gail
Phillips '73 is office
manager for the Coca
Cola Bottling Co. of
Los Angeles. She received
her teaching credential in
1974. . .K. Michael
(Hejke) Ramirez '73 is
in management accounting for Pacific Telesis.
She received her MA in
Education Administration and Supervision,
K-12 Adult Ed Credentials, and a Learning
Dysfunction Specialist
certificate. She lives in
San Francisco with her
husband, Gil, and their
two children. . .Steve
Reagan '73 received a
Chief of Police Award.
He lives in Salt Lake
City, Utah, where he is
a businessman. He says
winter skiing is great
there! .. .Janice (Flaming)
Reinbold '73 is a private
music teacher. She lives
in Indiana with her
husband, Thomas, and
their son, Christopher.
.Philip and Diane
(Davis '73) Rowihab '73
live in Trabuco Canyon
with their two children,
Clint and Dawn. Philip
is a general partner with
Sundance West Landscape in Santa Ana, and
Diane is a retired teacher.

.Stan Smith '73 is a
history teacher. He
received his MS in
Business Administration in '75 and lives in
Westminster with his
wife, Aileen, and their
daughter, Sasha.
Dennis and Sherri
(Frederiksen '73) Stinson
'73 live in Whittier with
their two children.
Dennis is a product
manager and Sherri is a
clinical laboratory
technician. . .Suzanne
(Wood) Thorson '73
received her MA in public
health nutrition and is
working as a dietician.
She lives in Lomita with
her two children and her
husband, Roger, an auto
parts owner. . .Kathy
Wallace '73 is a service
representative for Pacific
Telephone. She has
traveled to Japan, Hong
Kong, Thailand, and
Singapore. . .Patrick
Yiu-Wah Wong '73
lives in Hong Kong with
his wife, Sophia Yip,
where he is a businessman and she is an
optometrist. . .Douglas
Cochran '74 and his
family live in Lubbock,
Texas, where he has had
his own computer
consulting firm since
1981 and has been MIS
Director at United
Coupon Clearing House
since June, 1983.
Ramsey A. Ezaki '74,
DDS, was recently
nominated and accepted
into the Academy of
International Dental
Studies in recognition of
significant contributions
to the field of dentistry
through teaching and
research while on the
faculty at USC School
of Dentistry. He will
accept the award at the
forthcoming American
Dental Association National Meeting. His name
can now be found in
Who's Who in California.
Congratulations from
your alma mater!

. .Bill and Carrie (Moore
•
'75) McCormack '74,
have been living in Fremont, CA since Sept.
1982. Bill works at
Amdahl Corporation as
a computer performance
analyst. . .Paul J. Selski
'74 says "Hello" to all his
friends and classmates at
Whittier. This past year,
1983, was a very exciting
year for Paul and his wife,
Eva. In May, he started
a new dental practice in
No. Hollywood. He looks
forward to another prosperous and healthy year
in 1984 and wishes the
same to everyone.
Susanne (Lenhardt)
Norris '78 is "peaceful and
well on the Eastern Seaboard." She and her husband, George, moved to
Boston in August, where
she is employed as assistant for Major Reunions
at Harvard, coordinating
Harvard's gala 25th, 35th
and 50th five-day Reunions each year. George
is currently a first-year
MBA student at Harvard
University. Susy says,
"Boston has beauty,
obnoxious drivers, and
always some cultural
event going on—we're
excited about our next
two years here."
Donna (Bosham) Keim
'79 will get her M.A. in

student services administration in June. Husband,
Will, is getting his doctorate at the same time.
Donna asks us to give her
address to Tony Tricolli,
so here it is: 226 NW
30th St., Corvallis, OR
97330. . .Kathy Luciano
'79 received her DDS
in 1982 from the U. of
the Pacific Dental School
in San Francisco and has
started a family dental
practice in Whittier.
When not practicing
dentistry, she said she
enjoys horseback riding
and competitive running.
She has participated in
several 10 K runs and
two marathons.

1980's
Shirley Troy '80
received her MA in
Communication Disorders in 1983. Since
January 1982 she has
been working as a speech
pathologist in elementary schools in the Azusa
area.
Harry Loukatos '81 is
presently a student
attending Pharmacy
School at the University
of the Pacific. He is
also a part-time employee
of Robertson Homes in
Stockton.

Law School
Margaret Anaya Tan
'78 has been awarded a
Fellowship to the Institute for Education
Leadership. As one of
fifteen Fellows selected
from a nationwide list
of candidates, she will
participate in the Education Resources Exchange Program, designed
to facilitate federal/state
and cross/state relations
with regard to educational issues. In addition to
attending national policy
seminars, she will be
temporarily assigned to
the United States Department of Education in
Washington, D.C.
Her permanent position since 1980 has been
staff counsel to the
California Department of
Education, Superintendent of Public Instruction;
and the State Board of
Education, Legislative
Committee. Margaret
says she "never dreamed
she would be able to
mesh some of her past
professional endeavors
with her legal career.
Not too many people
are so lucky!"
That past includes
teaching credentials
which lead to both
elementary and college

instruction. However,
she feels that her present
position is also enhanced
by the skills developed
and honed as a former
judicial law clerk, behavioral science researcher,
psychiatric social
worker, and corporate
administrator.
"The importance of
the State's role in
education has been
recognized," Margaret
states, "especially now
that the Federal Government has begun to
decentralize the
responsibilities for
education. What has
happened is the redefining of leadership
roles in education; the
State and local educational agencies along
with parents, teachers
and the community have
once again become
important partners in
education." Margaret
looks forward to both
this new challenge and
the new endeavors to
which she will be able
to contribute.
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From The Bookstore

Small but Super!

Pictured are Jeff Cauffman '85 and nephew Phil DiFilippo. (Phil's grandparents
are Jackie (Clarkson) Cauffman '48 and
Bob Cauffman '45).

Make checks payable to:
Whittier College Bookstore
7214 South Painter Avenue
Box 634
Whittier, CA 90608

Mathages
Margot Jean de Prossee
'73 to Michael Steven
Strawn '68, December
17, 1983.
Susanne Lehnardt '78
to George Norris, June
1983.
Kathy Quon '80 to
Mark Sadamitsu '79,
October 15, 1983.

Births
To Maryanne (Halliday
'66) and David Price
'66, a son, Bryan Charles,
born Nov. 5, 1983, a
brother to Karma (8)
and Jason (3).
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Add $1.00 for shipping and handling.
California residents add 6½% sales tax.
White tube socks, blue and gold stripes, blue "Poets"
75% orlon, 20% nylon, 5% spandex, medium or large
$4.95 pair
Poets booties in stretchy gold and blue
"I'm a little Poet, Whittier College" bib

To Janice (Spencer '69)
and Bill Mecham, a
daughter, Abigail Joy,
born Sept. 1, 1983, a
sister to Andrew (5).
To Lori and Wendell M.
Sparks '72, a daughter,
Linda Colleen, born
Oct. 16, 1983.
To Kathleen (Petrus '73)
and Don Miller, a son and
first child, Ryan Jason,
Sept. 14, 1983.
To Karen and Douglas
Cochran '74, a son and
brother for Michelle
(11), born April 17, 1983.
To Carl and Ann (Finne
'75) Couser '74, a daughter, Haley Lorraine,
born April 23, 1983.
To Beth (Garren '74) and
Keith Hartstrom, a
daughter, Melissa Ann,
a sister for Erik (5) and
Kirk (2), August 31,
1983.

To Carrie (Moore '75)
and Bill McCormack
'74 a daughter, Shelley
Allison, born June 24,
1983.
To Linda (Juhnke '74)
and Earl Nursement, a
daughter, Heather Ann,
born Nov. 3, 1983.
To Mary (Regilio '76)
and Lyle Lodwick '77 a
daughter, Amanda Susan,
born June 27, 1983, a
sister for Johnna.

In
Memoriam
1911 Dr. Lucile
(Williams) Harrison, Jan. 1984.
1915 Russel E. Harrison, Jan. 1984.
1918 Harold Coulthurst, Dec. 25,
1983.

$4.95 pair
$2.00 each

1923 Marie (Gregg)
Dilworth.
1927 Kathryn
(Wormel) Cheesebrough, Nov. 27,
1983.
1932 Clifford A.
Ograin, Dec.
1983.
1934 John S. Barnet,
Feb. 1, 1984.
1937 Barbara (Felt)
Lanfried, March
29, 1983.
1950 Jerry Rouzer,
Nov. 20, 1983.
1930 Charles A. Snow,
Nov. 14, 1983.
1954 Anne Esther
(Shuman)
Kenyon, Jan.
1984. (Memorial
services were
held in the
College Chapel
on Jan. 14).
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